Rugged cliffs, sparkling bays, spectacular views, tranquil lakes, mist-shrouded landscapes and cultural riches.

Glen Coe
- Dark history, extraordinary landscape
- Classic chocolate-box countryside at its best

The Lake District
- Soaring peaks, stunning views, tranquil lakes

Isle of Skye
- Mist-shrouded landscapes and cultural riches

Speyside
- Single-malt central for whisky connoisseurs

Edinburgh
- Famous for world-class festivals

Hadrian’s Wall
- One of Britain’s most dramatic Roman ruins

York
- Viking heritage, medieval streets, grand cathedral

Stratford-upon-Avon
- Shakespeare’s birthplace, a shrine to the Bard

Oxford
- Beautiful architecture, ancient traditions

Cambridge
- Ancient colleges, gliding punts, dreamy spires

Cornwall
- The best of wild and wonderful West Wales
- Rugged cliffs, sparkling bays, surf and sand

Pembrokeshire
- The best of wild and wonderful West Wales

Bath
- Britain’s belle of the ball